
Medicare payment for next year looks more than a
little sad.
Under the physician fee schedule for 2008, doctors

will see a 9.9% pay cut.
Pay cuts have been in order for the past five years,

and each year Congress has taken last-minute action
to give doctors at least a minimal raise. That may or
may not be the case this year.
Doctors’ payments are determined by a formula that

Congress requires Medicare to use. As it stands, that
formula can produce only pay cuts, because there’s
only so much money available to pay out.
(The new payment schedule appears in the July 12

Federal Register. To access it, go to www.access.gpo
.gov/su_docs/fedreg/frcont07.html. Click on July 12,
2007, and scroll down to “Centers for Medicare &
Medicaid Services.”)

enter quality coding

There are many arguments on how the payment for-
mula should be changed, but the only sure thing in the
picture right now is that quality coding is where
Medicare is headed in its efforts to save money. And
offices can count on it that the commercial payers will
head soon in the very same direction .
Quality coding is here to stay. The signs are more

than obvious.
For one thing, Medicare is adding a significant

number of quality measures to the current list. Those
will become effective January 1. (The list appears on
page 4 inside.)
For another, ambulatory surgery and hospital outpa-

tient centers, where quality coding has been voluntary
for some time, will be required to use the quality
codes beginning in 2009. The penalty for not submit-
ting quality codes will be stiff – a 2% pay cut for the
year.
Another still is that Medicare’s website carries a

letter to patients explaining the system and why their
doctors are using the new codes, and when patient
education starts, the ball is already rolling. Medicare
even recommends that offices who are currently par-

ticipating in quality coding print it out and give it to
their patients.
The letter says that the doctor is participating in

quality reporting and that the purpose is to measure
the quality of care. It also explains that the summary
notice the patient receives will show a code for infor-
mation purposes that will not carry a charge.
Access the letter at http://www.cms.hhs .gov/PQRI.

Scroll down to “Related Links Outside CMS.”

more codes for next year

But the most telling factor is that the new payment
regulations set out quality measures for 2008.
Right now, they are in proposed form, which means

(please turn to page 3)
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this month’s
idea

New referrals come from a visit,
a folder, and chocolate cookies

When ROSITA ECKARDT became manager of Miami (FL)
Gastroenterology Consults, the office had just lost two physicians
and needed to increase the referrals for the three physicians who
remained. So Eckardt took on the job of marketing.

Her approach was direct and simple, but the results were good to
the point that now less than two years later, the schedule stays full.

First, she put together a folder of information. It has only seven
pages but covers everything a referring office needs – information
about the doctors, the procedures, the office hours, the insurances
the office accepts, the names and positions of the staff, the number
to call for emergency appointments, and a map to the office.

Then she listed the target audience – the current referrers plus
offices that had referred in the past but were no longer doing so.

And then she went visiting – carrying a box of cookies – “always
covered with chocolate.”

She didn’t set appointments but just dropped in and asked to see
either the office manager or referral coordinator. “It worked really
fine,” she says. Never was there a problem getting to see someone.

At each visit, which lasted 15 or 20 minutes, she presented the
folder and explained that it was information that would be helpful
for referrals. She also emphasized that if there were ever any prob-
lems with the referrals, the office could call her personally.

New referrals started coming in immediately. A big draw, she
says, was the long list of insurances the office accepts. Most of the
managers said they didn’t realize the office had that many options.

The number of visits was staggering – nearly 120 – but planning
made that possible.

Each day, Eckardt covered three or four offices located in the
same area and often in the same medical building. The best time was
first thing in the morning “because offices are not crowded with
patients at that time.” So she put the folders in her car the night
before and set out at the time she would ordinarily leave for work.

The visiting lasted about five months. At that point, she had to
quit because the schedule was full. However, she now makes two or
three follow-up calls a day to see if the referring offices need any-
thing as well as to keep the office’s name in the forefront.

And in December, she made a list of the most frequent physician
referrers – there were 45 of those – and visited again, this time to
take each doctor “a bottle of wine and a Christmas card.”

If your office has set up a system that makes managing easier,
MOM would like to write about it. Contact the Editor, Medical
Office Manager, P.O. Box 52843, Atlanta, GA 30355. Telephone
404/367-1991 and fax 404/367-1995. We pay $100 for every idea we
write about in this column. �
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(continued from page 1)
they are subject to change before the final regulations
are published in mid November. But any changes will
likely be only minimal. (MOM will carry the new
measures and codes as soon as they become avail-
able.)
In all, there are 58 new measures.
There are also long-range plans to set up a way for

doctors to submit data via a medical registry or elec-
tronic health record. For example, the Society of
Thoracic Surgeons currently has a national registry for
the use of internal mammary arteries and pre-opera-
tive beta-blockers in CABG surgeries.
The government wants to get that type of informa-

tion from the registry itself on behalf of the doctors.
The doctors themselves would then not have to submit
the data to Medicare.
Below are some more quality-coding issues man-

agers need to be aware of.

Two potential disasters
from the clearinghouse
Check out the office’s clearinghouse! Two poten-

tially disastrous situations are occuring.
First, some clearinghouses are taking the quality

codes off the claims before submitting the claims to
Medicare. That means the claims don’t get counted at
all toward the doctor’s quality coding participation,
because Medicare has no way of knowing the office
submitted the codes in the first place.
Similarly, some clearinghouses are removing the

NPIs from claims before submitting them to Medicare,
and that too invalidates the claims for quality purpos-
es.
Be very careful, Medicare cautions. Just because

the NPI appears on the remittance doesn’t mean it was
submitted on the claim. Some clearinghouses are tak-
ing the NPIs off the claims before submitting them for
payment and then putting them back on the remit-
tances that they send to the providers.
The second danger spot is that some clearinghouses

are not forwarding NPI error messages to the doctors.
The office needs to see those messages, because they
serve as a notice that there is a problem matching the
legacy number to the NPI. Unless the office corrects
the problem, claims will get denied once the NPI
grace period is over.
Medicare is telling offices to ask their clearinghous-

es three things:
• Are the quality codes being sent with the claims?
• Are the NPIs being included on all claims?
• Is the clearinghouse forwarding the NPI error

messages to the office?
Unfortunately, if the answer to any of those ques-

tions is no, there is no action the office can take
against the clearinghouse. The only solution is to stop
using the clearinghouse.

Check the NPI application
for these errors

Take a second look at the office’s NPI application.
The Enumerator, or the company that is assigning the
NPIs, says it is receiving a lot of applications with
errors in them. And without an accurate NPI, the doc-
tor’s quality codes won’t get counted, because Medi-
care tracks the codes by the doctor’s NPI.
The errors on applications are falling mostly into

these categories:
• Errors in the employer identification numbers, or

EINs, and taxpayer identification numbers, or TINs.
• Incomplete identifiers. Offices are leaving off the

suffixes to the OSCAR numbers. Without the full
number, Medicare can’t link the NPI to the provider.
• Errors in the “Other Provider Identifiers” section

of the application. Some applications don’t show the
Medicare legacy number. Some don’t list the “type” of
provider number as Medicare.
• Listing legacy numbers that don’t belong to the

applicant. These too are appearing in the “Other
Provider Identifiers” section of the application. List
only the identifiers for the person applying for the
NPI.
Also in this section, Medicare says, include the doc-

tor’s UPIN if there is one, not the PIN of the group
practice or clinic.
Similarly, a group practice or clinic that is applying

for its own NPI should not include the UPINs of any
of its individual members.
To correct the office’s NPI information, go to

https://nppes.cms.hhs.gov and make the changes.

A little more Q&A
on quality coding

These are some questions Medicare says offices
have been asking about quality coding along with
Medicare’s responses.
• On the claim, does the quality code have to be

listed on the line next to the CPT code?
No. Medicare will match the codes up regardless

where they appear on the claim.
• If a quality code does not allow a modifier, can a

modifier still be used with it?
No. The modifiers can only be used as specified by

the quality codes. Use them incorrectly, and the claim
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ventilated patients
prevention of pneumonia by head elevation
stress ulcer disease prophylaxis
catheter insertion to prevent blood infections

perioperative care
temperature management for surgical procedures
with general anesthesia

atrial fibrillation
assessment of thromboembolic risk factors
chronic anticoagulation
monthly INR measurements

chronic kidney disease
GFR calculation
blood pressure measurement
plan of care when blood pressure is elevated
ACE inhibitor or angiotensin receptor blocker
calcium, phosphorus, parathyroid hormone measure
lipid profile
hemoglobin monitoring
erythropoietin overuse with normal hemoglobin
influenza vaccination

hemodialysis
vascular access
permanent catheter vascular access
plan of care for ESRD patients with anemia
plan of care for inadequate hemodialysis in ESRD
plan of care for inadequate peritoneal dialysis

GERD
assessment of symptoms in patients receiving
chronic medication for GERD

hepatitis C
testing of patients with chronic hepatitis for HCV
initial hepatitis C RNA testing
genotype testing prior to therapy
consideration for antiviral therapy
RNA testing at week 12 of therapy
hepatitis A and B vaccination
counseling on alcohol use
counseling on contraception with antiviral therapy

major depression disorder
patients who meet DSM IV criteria
patients who are assessed for suicide risk

osteoarthritis
patients who receive anti-inflammatory medication
assessment of pain and function

acute otitis externa, otitis media with effusion
patients who receive topical therapy
have a pain assessment
are inappropriately prescribed antimicrobials
have an assessment of tympanic membrane mobility
undergo hearing testing
inappropriately receive antihistamines
inappropriately receive systemic antimicrobials
inappropriately receive systemic steroids

breast cancer
pT and pN category and histologic grade

colorectal cancer
pT and pN category and histologic grade

pediatric acute gastroenteritis
documentation of hydration status
weight measurement
recommendation of appropriate oral rehydration
education of parents

perioperative cardiac risk assessment
history
current symptoms
physical examination
electrocardiogram
continuation of beta blockers

prostate cancer
appropriate initial evaluation
inappropriate use of bone scan for low-risk staging
review of treatment options for localized cancer
adjuvant hormonal therapy for high-risk patients
three-dimensional radiotherapy

PLUS MEASURES FOR NONPHYSICIANS
screenings, planning, and technology
weight screen (BMI)
weight screen follow-up (BMI)
hypertension screen
hypertension screen follow-up
influenza vaccine and counseling
documentation of current medications
clinical depression screening
cognitive impairment screening
patient co-development of treatment plan
patient co-development of plan of care
pain assessment prior to initiation of treatment
e-prescribing
use of electronic medical records �

Where quality coding is going next year
It’s to these areas that quality coding will expand starting in January. These measures are current-

ly in proposed form, which means they may see a few changes, but the list is expected to stay essen-
tially the same or possibly grow. The new measures are part of the physician payment update regu-
lations in the July 12 Federal Register. The final measures will be published in mid November.
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will not be included in the doctor’s performance rat-
ing.
• Where do the quality codes go on the claim?
The quality codes are HCPCS codes, so put them

where the HCPCS codes ordinarily go.
On an ASC X12N 837 professional health care

claim transaction, put them in the SV1 “Professional
Service” segment of the 2400 “Service Line” Loop.
On the CMS 1500 Form, put them in field 24D.
In addition, the claim detail line has to be complet-

ed the same as any other claim detail line item. The
quality codes have to point to one of the diagnosis
codes on the claim. Without a diagnosis pointer on the
line item, the claim will be rejected.
Also even though the quality codes don’t carry any

payment, the charge field can’t be left black. Put in
either $0.00 or, if the system won’t accept that, $0.01.
• Where can offices get advice on which quality

measures apply to a particular specialty?
Most professional organizations and specialty soci-

eties can provide help. Remember that those groups
helped develop the quality codes.
• If a locum tenens provides a service, will the

claim be counted toward the doctor’s performance
rating?
Yes. A locum tenens stands in the shoes of the doc-

tor and bills under that doctor’s NPI. Thus, the doctor
gets full credit.
• If a claim is denied but then appealed and paid,

will it count toward the quality bonus?
Only if the appealed claim gets from the carrier to

the National Claims History file by February 29.
That’s the cut-off for getting the data into the bonus
analysis. �

Whether staffer or doctor,
a bully is not someone
to keep on the payroll
Bullying is a relatively new employment issue “that

has been thrust front and center.” It’s become problem
enough that a dozen states are now considering legis-
lation to protect employees from it even when there is
no discrimination involved, says STEPHEN J.
HIRSCHFELD, an employment law attorney with
Curiale, Dellaverson, Hirschfeld & Kraemer in San
Francisco.
It’s surprisingly prevalent. In a recent survey by the

Employment Law Alliance, a worldwide network of
employment law attorneys, almost half the respon-

dents said they had worked for bullies and 62% said
they were in favor of allowing victims to sue their
employers for allowing the bullying to continue.
Bullying is a far-reaching issue. Besides its legal

implications, it creates the management issues of low
morale, low productivity, and even absenteeism.

the repeat humiliators

Who are the bullies? They are people who scream,
threaten, humiliate, and embarrass other people. And
they do so repeatedly.
When they are physicians, they are invariably “the

high achievers, the rainmakers, the people bringing in
all the money,” Hirschfeld says. They think their value
to the practice or to the hospital gives them the right
to push people around.
And management agrees. They don’t get challenged

“because they are successful.” People make excuses
for them: “Dr. Smith is just passionate about his job”
or “you need to have a thicker skin.”
Bullies “manage by intimidation,” berating and

chastising people in front of peers to set an example,
reasoning that “no one will do what this idiot just did”
for fear of getting embarrassed the same way.
He notes that isolated incidents of foul language or

crass jokes don’t make a bully. “It has to be a pattern
of behavior” that’s repeated.

all the way to lost productivity

Bullying can also happen among staff, says JOHN
McNAMARA of McNamara & Associates, organiza-
tion and management development consultants in
Jackson, NJ. And it’s the shy and introverted people
who are most often the target. But whether it’s a
staffer, a doctor, or a manager who’s doing it, bullying
takes on the same forms,
• Threats and intimidation. There’s yelling,

screaming, and intimidation with the intent to make
other people afraid. Sometimes it goes so far as get-
ting in someone’s face or pointing a finger in some-
one’s chest. It can even be a challenge of “meet me
outside.”
• Taunting. There are personal comments about a

staffer’s height, educational background, spouse, or
whatever, with the purpose of being derogatory and
hurtful. Often accompanying it is incessant joking and
teasing.
• Exclusion. The victim is pointedly excluded from

social events or meetings. McNamara notes that if the
victim is in a protected category, bullying by exclu-
sion can support a discrimination claim.
• Rumors and insults. These come face-to-face or

via e-mail or phone messages, often taking the form of
(please turn to page 8)
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it starts with I-M-A-G-E

Professionalism is an image, Morem says. And
image is just what it says.
Impression. This is the opinion people form when

they first see a staffer. It’s created almost immediately,
and not without good reason. “A lot of who a person is
comes forth” in the first few seconds of the initial
contact.
She gives the example of seeing two salespersons in

a store and knowing instantly which one to approach.
With just a glance, the customer knows who is attuned
to the job and willing to help.
Movement. This is “the language of a person’s

overall carriage,” and for professionalism, it requires
confidence – a head held high, eye contact, and a firm
handshake. People make judgments on those nonver-
bal movements “more than on what’s actually said.”
Attitude. It’s easy to see in others but not so easy

to recognize in oneself. Attitude is the positive (or not
so positive) way someone says hello, deals with prob-
lems, reacts to stress. Essential for professionalism is
a positive view of the job and of the world around.
Grooming. This is the element everybody notices

most, “because it’s tangible.”
Even when staff wear scrubs, the professional peo-

ple stand out from the nonprofessionals. Those are the
ones whose scrubs are clean and pressed and not tat-
tered and whose shoes are polished and new looking.
Proper fit is equally important. “Anything that pulls

too tight or is baggy or sloppy” makes the wearer
look unprofessional – as well as heavier.
Hair counts just as much. Morem cites a medical

assistant she met whose hair “was greasy and pulled
back in a pony tail” with no effort at style. It took
away from her credibility, she says. “It was hard to
take her seriously.”
Makeup counts too. A study by Clairol found that

women who wear makeup earn higher salaries than
those who don’t, because they look “polished and
sophisticated.”
Grooming is also a significant factor in how people

feel throughout the entire day, she adds. Wake up feel-

ing ill or in a not-so-great mood, and anybody is prone
to dress down for the day. But dress up, and the day
progresses well, “because people are affected by their
clothes.” Compare the difference in feeling that comes
from being dressed for a party as opposed to “hanging
around the house in jeans.”
Etiquette. This is not a matter of using the right

fork but of “making others feel comfortable.” It’s how
a staffer introduces people, makes small talk, and
shows respect for everyone in the office.
Etiquette is true concern for other people, and one

way to show it is to “stop and make a connection with
each person.” Most people say hello and then look
immediately away, but far better is to hold the eye
contact for three to five seconds. It’s that little bit of
time “that creates the connection.”

enthusiasm for the job

Next on the list of professional requirements is
enthusiasm.
That doesn’t mean “the rah-rah of a football game,”

especially in a medical practice where people are ill
and often sad. It’s instead “a true and sincere desire”
to be a part of the practice and do a good job.
Enthusiasm often comes “when people see the

meaning to their jobs,” and in the medical practice,
much of that meaning is having an opportunity to
impact patient’s lives. Her advice to managers is to
emphasize to staff that they “might be the one bright
light in a sick patient’s day.”

put the worries by the doorstep

Then there’s the matter of leaving the personal
problems and attitudes and emotions at the office
door, Morem says. Besides making the day more
pleasant for other employees and for the patients,
dropping off the problems is actually a personal “gift”
because it improves the day for the staffer. “Why be
stressed all day?”
Start the morning by asking “what do I want to

accomplish today?” The goal may be no more than to
answer the phone with a smile, but it focuses on the

A guide for turning staff into professionals
– a MOM mini seminar –

Every manager wants a professional staff. But because professionalism is “that extra something” that
never seems to get defined, few managers know how to school staff in how to become professionals.
Here SUSAN MOREM of Premier Presentation Inc., a professional development firm in Minneapolis,

outlines a mini seminar for managers to hold for their staffers. Morem is a business trainer and consul-
tant and also author of How to Gain the Professional Edge, a guide on how to succeed in business.
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positive as opposed to the problems and dictates what
to wear and how to look. That forces anybody to
ignore the problems and take on a positive attitude
and appearance as opposed to “just going to work”
carrying negative issues.
People need to “act as if they feel better than they

do.” That means faking it, but “it’s miraculous.” By
the end of the day, the faker “actually feels great.”

nobody’s too good for any task

Another point of professionalism is the element of
never being too good to take on any job in the office.
Many people look at their schooling and years of

experience and refuse to do the menial work such as
making the coffee. But a professional is “part of the
team” and does what needs to be done.
Professionalism isn’t achieved by protecting some-

body’s ego but by working to keep the business run-
ning properly. A successful company president isn’t
too proud to put paper in the copier.

promptness and follow-up

Professionalism is also a matter of getting to work
on time, doing things when they need to be done, and
following up on the loose ends.
Lateness “makes a statement.” It tells the office or

the patient “this is not important to me.” And the
longer someone is kept waiting, the more apparent is
the message of “my time is far more valuable than
yours.”
The same holds true when a staffer says “I’ll get

back to you” and doesn’t do so. Or when a job
requires follow-up and doesn’t get it. The message is
“you are not important to me.”

the annoying habits of losers

On the negative side, Morem says, unprofessional –
and unsuccessful – people have “annoying habits” that
they don’t pay attention to.
Mostly they are little things that drive people crazy,

such as smacking the lips, humming nonstop, or pop-
ping gum. On up the scale are habits such as wearing
too much perfume or having body odor or “being con-
sumed with self” to the point of being bothersome to
the rest of the office, perhaps constantly using a
speaker phone when everybody around wants quiet.
Professionalism requires sensitivity to what’s offen-

sive to other people, she says.
It also requires knowing how to tell a co-worker

about an annoyance without being offensive.
Approach the subject without confrontation. Don’t

demand; ask. And take responsibility for being
annoyed. For example, “I feel terrible having to say

this because I know you aren’t even aware of it, but
with our desks so close together, your cologne often
gives me a headache.”

how much does education count?

Can someone with a limited education be a true
professional?
Most certainly, Morem says. Some of the most suc-

cessful people have no formal education and are suc-
cessful because they have worked hard to overcome
that hurdle.
More important than schooling is how people feel

about themselves and how they present themselves.
Someone who feels inferior and apologizes for not

having education is going to stay at the bottom of the
employment world.
“Focus on the abilities and present those.” She

gives the example of two people with the same quali-
fications in the same job. When one succeeds and the
other doesn’t, invariably, the success comes because
the one projects a more professional image.

a few tips to follow

Morem points to two more elements that tell profes-
sionalism.
First, when speaking to a physician or anybody in a

higher position, communicate confidence.
Make eye contact as opposed to looking down or

away, which makes anyone “appear insecure and
unsure.” Stand straight with the head high. Give posi-
tive feedback by nodding.
Show competence by asking questions and seeking

clarification, and don’t use fillers – uh, um, and er.
Keep a steady voice tone. “Women tend to under-

mine what they say” by ending their sentences with an
upward swing, much like asking a question. Speak
with periods at the ends of the sentences.
Don’t apologize. Women tend to open conversations

with “I’m sorry to bother you, but . . .” Open with
confidence: “I have something I’d like to go over with
you. Is this a good time?”
And second, always dress for the next job.
People get promoted when their employers perceive

they are ready to take on greater responsibility. Look-
ing like the person who will fit into that next higher
position tells the employer “I’m ready.”
Good dress habits also make people more success-

ful in their current jobs.
She cites one client who worked in a casual office

but who dressed formally when he met with cus-
tomers. He found that on the days he dressed up, more
people spoke to him, and it was because his appear-
ance caused them to see him as somebody they should
speak to. �
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(continued from page 5)
“how stupid are you?” or “are you as dumb as you
look?”
Besides the legal implications of bullying, there’s

loss of productivity, he says. The victims lose interest
in their jobs, become nonproductive, “and start com-
plaining about not feeling well. They don’t want to go
to work.” And who would?
In extreme cases, they talk about suicide, though

it’s not unknown for a victim to take the opposite
approach and threaten violence against the perpetrator.

the confrontation

Treat bullying like any other type of discrimination,
Hirschfeld says.
When a staffer reports it or when the manager sees

it happen, confront the culprit, and be “as specific and
concrete as possible about what has happened.” Say,
for example, “when you talked with Staffer A, here’s
what you said and did.” Cite as many examples as
possible to make it clear “it’s not a trivial problem.”
Then tell how the behavior has affected the other

person and also the office, perhaps “Staffer A got too
upset to work and had to go home. And patients had to
wait as a result.”
Ask the why of it: “Was there something that trig-

gered your actions? was there a deadline? did you get
enough sleep last night?” Sometimes when a bully
realizes what caused the behavior, there’s a real effort
not to repeat it.
If the individual wants to apologize, “that’s certain-

ly a good thing.” But don’t force it. If it’s not heart-
felt, the victim will recognize the sham.
If the situation continues, the only option is to con-

sider whether it’s worth it to keep that type of person
on board, he says, even if that person is a physician. If
the behavior is driving off the support staff, the dam-
age may outweigh the benefit of having that physi-
cian.
He adds that when the bully is a doctor, a good test

is to ask “would I want my son or daughter working
for this person?” If the answer is no, chances are the
individual is bringing the office more legal risk and
loss of productivity than benefit.

getting the legal protection

Bullying can cross over “into the arena of hostile
work environment,” McNamara adds, and for that rea-
son should be treated as harassment.
It warrants an investigation that includes interview-

ing witnesses and hearing out the accused’s side of the
story. Then if the complaint proves accurate, say
straight out that the behavior is unacceptable and has
to stop immediately or severe consequence will apply.
Retaliation also comes into play. If the bully retali-

ates, the victim has the same rights as apply under any
harassment claim.
His advice is to address “bullying and intimidation”

in the employee handbook as part of the anti-harass-
ment policy. Say that it will not be tolerated and give
examples such as “making threats, yelling, spreading
rumors, and taunting.”
And as with any form of harassment, tell how to

make a complaint. �

Chronic kidney disease,
its stages and treatments

BY THERESE M JORWIC, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P
The function of the kidneys is to filter blood,

remove waste and extra water, and regulate chemicals.
The kidneys also produce hormones that help generate
red blood cells and maintain bone strength.
In the US, nearly 20 million people suffer from

chronic kidney disease, or a permanent loss of func-
tion that develops over time and worsens as it goes
along. By definition, CKD is malfunction for three or
more months, with or without kidney damage.
Here are the codes for the disease as well as for its

treatments.

first is the GFR

The diagnosis codes begin at 585.x, with the fourth
digit showing the stage or severity of the disease.
There are five stages, and they are determined by

the glomerular filtration rate, or GFR, which, among
other things, is the level of creatinine in the blood.
Creatinine is a waste product, and when the kidneys
don’t function properly, it builds up in the blood.
The codes start with 585.1 for Stage I where the

GFR is >90. At that point there is slight damage.
The stages continue on to mild (Stage II, GFR = 60-

89), moderate (Stage III, GFR = 30-59), and severe
(Stage IV, GFR = 15-29) at which point the possibility
dialysis or transplant enters into the picture.
At Stage V (GFR = <15), continued dialysis is not

yet required but certainly on the horizon.
And 585.6 is for end-stage renal disease, or ESRD,

ICD-9-CM and CPT
coding update
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where dialysis or transplant is necessary for the
patient to live.
The last code is 585.9 for unspecified chronic kid-

ney disease. Use this when the stage is not specified.
To support a stage code, the record has to state what

the stage is. It’s not enough to see the GFR and code
from that. The doctor must document the stage.
And if there is conflict, perhaps the record cites

Stage IV as well as ESRD, code the highest level.

coding CKD with its causes

The leading causes of kidney disease, other than an
inherited tendency to develop it, are diabetes, hyper-
tension, and heart disease.
• Diabetes. If the diabetes caused the kidney dis-

ease, use 250.4x (diabetes with renal manifestations)
with the fifth digit to show the type of diabetes. Then
code the kidney disease at its proper stage (585.x).
However, don’t assume the two are related. If both

are present but there is no documentation that the one
caused the other, use code 250.0x (diabetes without
mention of complication) and 585.x.
• Hypertension. This is a common cause, because it

makes the heart work harder and in the process weak-
ens the blood vessels, causing insufficient blood flow
to the kidneys.
Here, unless the doctor documents otherwise, the

hypertension is assumed to have caused the kidney
disease. Thus, the code is 403.x (hypertensive chronic
kidney disease), with the fourth digit for malignant,
benign, or unspecified.
There is also a fifth digit of either 0 (for Stages I

through IV) or 1 (Stage V or ESRD).
Along with that, code the kidney disease itself with

a fourth digit showing its stage.
So suppose the patient has hypertensive kidney dis-

ease, Stage II. The codes are 403.9x plus 585.2.
• Heart disease plus hypertension. The code now is

404.x for hypertensive heart and chronic kidney dis-
ease. Once again, the fourth digit shows whether the
hypertension is malignant, benign, or unspecified.
There is also a fifth digit to show if there is or isn’t

heart failure and whether the kidney disease is Stage I
through IV or V through ESRD.
Beyond that, there needs to be a code (585.x) for

the kidney disease itself.

coding the CKD treatment

If CKD is diagnosed early, life style changes can
slow its progress. However, for advanced CKD, the
treatments are dialysis and transplant.
• Hemodialysis. This is the most frequent type of

dialysis. It is a procedure where the patient’s blood is

pumped across an artificial membrane under negative
pressure and the waste and excess fluid are drained
out.
The codes are 90935 for hemodialysis with a single

evaluation and 90937 where repeated evaluations are
required to adjust the dialysis.
If the patient has ESRD, the dialysis codes are

90918-90921 for services given for a full month.
Those are outpatient codes, however, so don’t use

them if the doctor submits hospital codes during that
month. In that event, use codes 90923-90925, which
show dialysis per day.

These are now G codes -- MDs paid for amt of time
they see pt in dialysis unit and are paid up to four
times and that is all. Code is G0317. If MD sees pt 2
to 3 times a month is G0318. ANd for just 1 visit a
month is G0319.
The G codes get the doctor there more. In effect last

few years.

Kathy Prentice, RN, Charles Printice, MD, Inverness,
FL. 352/726- 9006

• Anastomosis. Accompanying the hemodialysis
codes is anastomosis, or the joining of an artery and
vein, usually in the forearm, to increase the blood
flow to the vein.
Arteriovenous anastomosis is a direct joining,

which over time makes the vein grow and strengthen
so it can endure repeated needle insertions without
clotting or infection. The codes are 36818-36821.
The anastomosis can also be done with a synthetic

tube instead of the direct joining, and for that, the
codes are 36825 and 36830. The tube makes it possi-
ble to start the dialysis sooner than with an arteriove-
nous anastomosis, because there’s no need to wait for
the vein to mature. However, the site is more likely to
develop clots and infection.
• Peritoneal dialysis. This is a less common type of

dialysis where a fluid with salt and glucose is infused
into the abdominal cavity and, using the patient’s own
body as a filter, draws toxins from the tissues.
The procedure lasts several hours and can be done

continuously, four to five times a day. The codes are
90945 when there is a single evaluation and 90947
when there are repeated evaluations.
Peritoneal dialysis requires a cannula or catheter, so

there are also codes for inserting it. For a laparoscopic
procedure, the code is 49324. For an open procedure,
it is 49420 if the insertion is temporary and 49421 if it
is permanent.
• Transplants. For these, the codes run from 50300

to 50380.
Codes 50300 and 50320 cover the removal of the
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donated kidney from a cadaver and living donor,
respectively.
Codes 50323, 50325, and 50327-50329 cover the

backbench preparation of the kidney, each showing a
different type of work needed to get the kidney ready
for transplant.
And the remaining codes are for the actual trans-

plant and also for the removal of the malfunctioning
kidney.

Therese M. Jorwic, MPH, RHIA, CCS, CCS-P, is
assistant professor of health information management
at the University of Illinois at Chicago and senior
consultant for MC Strategies in Atlanta. �
To be a top manager,
know the fine points
of grammar and writing
One factor that distinguishes the successful man-

agers from the unsuccessful is good communication.
Here are some guides to follow. They start with

points of grammar and punctuation and continue on to
how to write effectively. They come from MOM’s sis-
ter publication, Law Office Administrator, which is a
newsletter written for the administrators of law firms.
It carries a regular column on communication.

what most people miss most

Here are the grammar and punctuation points peo-
ple most often miss.
Who and whom. Just turn the sentence around and

put in he or him. If he fits, it’s who; if him fits, it’s
whom.

I don’t know who/whom to call. I don’t know if I
should call him. So it’s I don’t know whom to call.

Whoever/whomever you select will be a good candi-
date. He will be a good candidate. So it’s whoever you
select.

Who/whom do you think will win? I think he will.
It’s who.

Who/whom do you want to win? I want him to win.
It’s whom.
Lie and lay. Lie means to recline. (They both have

the same long i sound.) Lay means to place. (They
both have a long a sound.)
Just as it’s see-saw-seen or drive-drove-driven, it’s

lie-lay-lain and lay-laid-laid.
The nurse told the patient to lie down (recline). The

patient lay down and has lain there now for 15 min-
utes.
The doctor asked us to lay the report in a basket.

We laid it there this morning. We have laid reports
there before.
But: the report has lain in the basket all day.

Plurals. Don’t use an apostrophe with them. If an
invitation is from the Smith family, sign it the Smiths.
If it’s the James family, it’s the Jameses (not James’s
or Jame’s or James’.) If it’s the Williams family, it’s
from the Williamses.
It’s and its. It’s means it is. It’s a difficult medical

procedure. Its is a possessive like his and her and my.
That payer has sent us its new contract.
I and me. She has asked our accountant and I/me

to review the letter. Take out the other person and it’s
clear. She asked me to review it.
Myself. Never use it unless the word I is also in the

sentence. I told him myself. Or this example: She
wants to hear it from me/myself. It’s me, because I
isn’t already in the sentence.
All right/alright. It’s all right. Two words. It

means all is well or all is right. Alright is a mis-
spelling.
Possessives. Here’s a can’t-fail rule. Put an apostro-

phe at the end of the word. If there’s already an s
there, quit. If there isn’t an s, add one.

one physician = one physician’s (add the s)
two physicians = two physicians’ (s is already

there)
men = men’s (add the s)
Mary = Mary’s (add the s)
James = James’ (s is already there)
More possessives.When two people own some-

thing jointly, just make the second one possessive. If
each owns one, make both possessive.
If Drs. Smith and Jones together own a practice, it’s

Dr. Smith and Dr. Jones’s practice. But if each doctor
has her own office, it’s Dr. Smith’s and Dr. Jones’s
offices.

writing good memos and letters

The purpose of any written item is to send a clear
message. Here are some good rules to do just that:
• Start with a little outline. Write a word or two to

identify the points to be covered. Then arrange the
points in a logical order and write about each one sep-
arately.
• Show the organization. Begin with a sentence

telling what the message is about: Our office needs
new policies on dress, lunch breaks, time off, and
smoking. Then address each item in that order.
Introduce each one with a sentence such as our

dress code has been in effect for 15 years and needs to
be updated. Or put a heading over each section such
as dress code, lunch breaks, and so on.
• When a document is long, divide it into sections

and give each one a subhead. That keeps people on
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track, a good idea because with long documents, any-
body’s thoughts tend to drift. The subheads are little
reminders of “oh yes, that’s where I was.”
The subheads also serve as memory refreshers when

somebody reviews the document a few weeks later.
• If there are several points within a subhead, bullet

them and put spaces between them. Again, that makes
them easier to read and understand.
• Use simple sentences and don’t try to sound like

anybody else. Somebody who thinks in short sen-
tences sounds silly trying to write in long sentences.
Just be clear and honest.
• When the work is finished, go back and cross out

all the words that aren’t necessary. A common one is
that. If the sentence is clear without it, take it out. I
thought (that) you knew (that) the meeting was
Thursday.
Also, qualifiers such as very, pretty, awfully, and

really are almost always better taken out because they
don’t say anything. A very talented surgeon is no bet-
ter than a talented surgeon.
• Take out I think, I believe, and it’s my opinion.

They make the manager sound weak. Just erase them
and the sentence will immediately be stronger and
more professional.
• Don’t write any more than is absolutely necessary.

Length doesn’t make anything important, but brevity
makes things readable and clear.
• Use wide margins and put spaces between the

paragraphs. That makes the page easy to look at, and
if it’s easy to look at, people will read it.
• Don’t dress things up with capitals or italics or

quotation marks: This will be the MOST IMPORTANT
meeting of the year and everybody really needs to be
there. We are going to talk about changing our “pro-
cedure” for answering the telephone. All that fluff
makes the message sound unimportant and even silly.
• Whenever a sentence is hard to write, stop and

say the thought out loud. Then write down what was

just said. Invariably, the sentence will be clear. Don’t
waste time trying to fix up the next-door neighbors
were explaining to their neighbors that they needed to
build a fence between their lot and the neighbors on
the other side. Just say it out loud and write it: The
Smiths were having a problem with erosion, so their
neighbors told them to build a fence.
• Don’t begin a sentence with there are or it is.

Either one makes the sentence weak. Instead of it is
the opinion of this practice that your payment rates
are too low, say it clearly: we cannot accept your con-
tract because your rates are too low.
• Don’t hide behind passive voice. It has been

determined means nobody is owning up to the deci-
sion. Be honest about it: The doctors have determined
that everyone – including themselves – must take a 2%
pay cut.
• Don’t use passive voice commands such as you

are urged to get here on time. Just say please get here
on time. Again, it makes for a much clearer sentence.
• And never hesitate to send a hand-written letter.

It’s a beautiful gift to the recipient.
Write it on unruled paper, in black ink, on only one

side of each page.
Be generous with the space. Leave a one-inch mar-

gin all around. Indent each paragraph an inch.
Leave liberal space between the lines so the letters

above don’t touch the ones below. Leave extra space
after a punctuation mark such as a comma or period.
Don’t hyphenate at the end of a line. Skip extra space
between each paragraph.
And instead of crowding in a few last words, leave

extra space at the bottom and start another page. �

A cheap business card
paints a picture
of a cheap office
No matter how good an impression the manager or

doctor makes – particularly to referral sources – a
flimsy, cluttered business card ruins the picture.
The business card is the first visual communication

a prospect has with the office. It’s the one item people
keep and the one item they have to remember the
manager or physician, says KAREN SAUNDERS of
MacGraphics, a business graphics design firm in
Aurora, CO.
If the card is poorly designed or looks cheap, that’s

the impression that lingers.
Here’s how to ensure it says what the office wants it

to say.

by john chase



can it hold up three quarters?

Start with the paper. “It should be a thick and sub-
stantial stock,” not flimsy.
A flimsy card communicates more than most offices

realize. It says “medicine is just a hobby for us” and
“we like to cut corners on our patient service” and
“we’re not a good enough practice to make enough
money to afford nice cards.”
Historically, business cards have been printed on

80-pound cover stock, Saunders says, but now that’s
considered “too thin.” A paper stock of 100-pound
cover is today’s acceptable standard.
To test the current card for proper thickness, hold it

between the fingers on the short sides. Then place
three quarters in the middle. “If the card folds down,
the paper isn’t stiff enough.”
The paper should also be uncoated.
Coated paper’s shine and sharp printing are attrac-

tive, but they are “too slick and commercial” for a
medical practice.
Coated paper also doesn’t absorb ink readily and is

therefore difficult to write on, which inhibits writing a
personal note on the card.
If the office just has to have coated paper, she rec-

ommends leaving the back side of the card uncoated
so notes and phone numbers can be written there.

white paper, dark ink

The color of the paper should be white or off-white.

Anything else is trendy, Saunders says, and medical
offices don’t set trends but instead communicate “wis-
dom and tradition and trust.”
The same applies to the color of the print. Use

black or deep blue, green, or brown, all of which
imply professionalism. Bright colors such as lime
green or magenta may be energetic and youthful, but
they also communicate trendiness and unreliability.

It’s okay to use two colors of print, but only if both
are deep. And the second color should only appear on
the name or logo of the practice.

plain and large enough to read

What about the type face?
It should be consistent with the office’s logo, and

preferably a serif font, or one that has strokes or curls
at the ends of the letters (such as Times, which this
newsletter is printed in). Serif fonts “are older and
have been around a lot longer” than the san serifs and
therefore imply stability and trust, which are the qual-
ities doctors want to convey. (An example of a sans
serif font is Helvetica, which this sentence is printed
in.)
The card should carry no more than two fonts,

though each can include its families, or styles such as
italic and bold. For example, the manager’s name
might appear in Times Roman (which means not ital-
ic), and “practice manager ” might appear in Times
italic.
As to the size of the type, the most professional

look is considered to be eight or nine points. However,
if the font is difficult to read at that size, make it larg-
er. But not much larger. Don’t go as far as 12- or 13-
point type, which looks amateurish. She adds, howev-
er, that if the patients are elderly, a larger size can be
the better choice.
Don’t put anything in all capital letters in an effort

to make it stand out. A line of capitals looks unprofes-
sional and is difficult to read.
Also be wary of using highly detailed logos or illus-

trations because they often aren’t clear when they’re
reduced to fit on a card.

just the facts

The information on the card should include these
items:
• The name of the practice. That’s the focal point of

the card, and it should be located at the top on in the
middle, either centered or left- or right-aligned.
• A tagline or slogan if the office has one. That goes

directly below the practice name.
• The individual’s name.
• The street address, phone number, website

address, and, if the office wants to include it, the e-
mail address.
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